BIG Lunch success
and the future of HADS

On the 1st June 2014 a BIG lunch was held on Cox park which attracted over
200 people. The BIG lunch is a community annual event which people come
together to share lunch together.
The event started at 11:30am with the
Diamond Lites Majorettes followed by
a Magic and Punch & Judy show with
Bryan Clarke AKA Professor Jingles.
Then followed the Elmsett Fellowship
Brass Band which provided music for
all ages then Bryan did another Punch
and Judy show. Food was on offer to
buy including freshly made pizzas and
hot and cold drinks from Kate from Expresso coffee.
An ice cream van was also on hand to cool us all down with temperatures in
the mid 20's one of the hottest days for the year. Local groups also had a
chance to raise some funds and I would like to thank all the stall holders for
taking part. Thanks to the Hadleigh Chamber of Commerce for supporting the
event and to Brian Riley for using his funding from Suffolk county Council via
the Locality Fund.

I was so impressed with all the great feedback from this event which I decided
to do off my own back because i enjoy putting on events for the town. If you
didn't know I have just taken over as chairman of HADS (Hadleigh Amateur
Dramatics).

I feel that Hadleigh needs family events and I miss the yearly pantos which I
used to love being involved with. In my vision I would like to a put on yearly
pantos and talent shows and maybe a comedy night - not forgetting another
BIG Lunch next year too. If you would like to be involved in HADS either on or
off stage and help out with events for the town then find us on facebook under
‘HADS’ or email me on hadleighents@aol.com. HADS membership is only
£10 a year to cover insurance and is open to all ages.
I look forward to your input in to entertainment in Hadleigh, Trev Clarke
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Howard at Greene King Brewery
Hello dear Readers. This month the picture shows me at the
Greene King Brewery in Bury St Edmunds. When my friends
Mitch and Shaun at The Brewers on the 1071 at Polstead asked
if my mother and I would like to join a tour of Greene King I was
delighted to be able to take part.We ascended one hundred steps
to the roof of the Brewery where we had fine views of Bury St
Edmunds.I was quite amazed at the scale of the operation which
produces three million pints a week and employs 22,000 people.
I am not a beer drinker but after the tour we enjoyed a smashing
buffet and were able to taste the various beers.I started with the
well known “Speckled Hen” which apparently derives its name
as a result of a string of events at the MG factory.I know that
many of you enjoy dinner at The Brewers at Polstead as indeed
I do. The fish and chips is of legendary proportions.Why not
telephone The Brewers to book a table Tel. 01787 210441.
I have recently returned from a voyage to Iceland and Norway.
I was so excited during our time off the Icelandic coast when a
hump back whale soared out of the water just off the ship.The
enormous whale slipped back down again and we saw that
iconic tail disappear beneath the waves.In truth, I was not
particularly taken with Iceland or Reykjavik which seemed to be
particularly drab. Many years ago, I was initiated in the usual
ceremony crossing the Equator.There were similar goings on as
we crossed the Arctic Circle on this occasion.Of course in the
Summer months, the sun hardly sets in that part of the world –
quite a strange feeling.
Our property dealings have been quite exciting in recent weeks.
On one occasion, we had to complete a purchase within a week
of receiving the papers.Everything went through.A small firm
such as mine can provide the flexibility needed to seek to fulfil
the aspirations of its clients.When you are instructing a solicitor
the level of service that you are going to receive is more
important than the fee.
As always we are pleased to assist in the preparation of your
Wills and Lasting Powers of Attorney.I think that you will find
the processes fairly painless.
Howard Gibbons
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